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Our WittFitt Team is excited to connect
with you through our monthly
newsletter!

~Lisa Witt
Founder/CEO

School Spotlight
River Grove School, MN
Student Testimonial: “The standing table
helps me concentrate better & now I can get
my work done easier” – 5th grade student
Greatest Benefit : Due to the movement
support the products are providing our
students, they are able to focus in class
with less support from teachers as well as
being able to follow through and finish
assignments in a timely manner.

http://www.marineareaschool.org/
Would your school, using our WittFitt products, like to be highlighted in our next newsletter? Contact
Us!

Product Spotlight
WittFitt Essential Package
Our Essentials Assortment is designed
to allow teachers and their students [of
all levels] to experience dynamic
furniture without initially committing to
specific products. Implementing this
package, with guidance from the
WittFitt Team, is the perfect way
schools to decide which pieces deliver
the best results in their classrooms to
make future purchases simple.
*Education/training from the WittFitt
Team included.

Package info
Learning in Motion Flyer

$$ Funding Tips $$
Parent Rental Program
Perfect for teachers wanting to purchase for the first time or for those wanting
to add more/replace products.
How it works: A small amount of money is collected from parents to keep the
classroom supplied with active furniture. Similar to music instrument rentals for
example.
Teachers would collect a small amount of money.
$5-10 from 25 kids = $125-$250.
This money could then buy... for example: 2 hokki stools, 8 seating discs or 5-6
stability balls.
For more ideas: LISTEN!

What does the research say?
Bad posture does more than hurt your
neck and spine. It negatively affects
the frontal lobe, which is responsible
for key tasks like problem solving and
memory.
Good posture fires your frontal lobe
so you can work at your best & your
mood will even be improved!
Our WittFitt products encourage
better posture and movement that all
nourish the BRAIN. What could be
more important for students?

https://wgntv.com/2016/02/10/postu
re-can-affect-your-moodnorthwestern-u-study-says/

Not sure what you need?
Contact us for a COMPLIMENTARY classroom assessment
515.720.4153
info@wittfitt.com
Visit our website

